Introduction
In the documentation of languages, the notation of textual materials in written form has always played a significant role, even after the development of audiovisual means of storage. The digital age has brought about but a minor change in this respect in that we can now expect our written data to be usable by many people and for many centuries without necessarily being printed and distributed as books. To reach this aim, a few preliminaries must be kept in mind, however, which will be addressed in this chapter.
Writing down textual materials in digital form is different from using a pencil and a sheet of paper as it presupposes the adaptation of clearly defined codes in a twofold sense: the encoding of characters, i.e., of the letters in the words to be written down, and the encoding of the elements of textual structure, i.e., of headlines, examples, vocabulary lists, etc. Both kinds of encoding are crucial for the exchange of data with other people: A future user who has no information on what encoding schemes you may have applied will probably have great difficulties in trying to re-decode (and read) what you wrote -in the worst case, your data will be totally irretrievable. In the following pages, I shall briefly explain why this is to be expected and what can be done to avoid it. We will start with the encoding of the smallest units of text, i.e. characters, and proceed to larger elements such as words, phrases, and syntagms. Other types of encoding that may be at issue here (esp. file encoding) will be addressed en passant.
The Encoding of Characters: From 7-Bit to 32-Bit

Mainframe computers: The ASCII age
In all modern digital equipment, the encoding of characters is based on a given set of correspondances of characters with numerical values, every character being represented by one unique value. To encode the two times 26 letters (lower and upper case) of the Latin alphabet plus the digits from 0 to 9, the punctuation marks, parentheses and the like, a set of less than 100 unique values is necessary, and this is why the "stone age" mainframe computers of the 1960s to 1970s were based on a so-called 7-bit encoding: With 7 bits, 2 7 = 128 characters can be encoded uniquely. The most popular standard developed on this basis is the so-called ASCII standard ("American Standard Code for Information Interchange"), cf. Table 1 . It is clear that on the basis of this encoding scheme, English texts could easily be digitized, but German, French, or Spanish texts could not, let alone Greek, Russian, or Chinese texts in their original scripts. This does not mean, however, that it was impossible then to process texts in "exotic" languages. What was necessary was the invention of encoding schemes that used more than one digital unit to represent certain characters. Cp. Table 2 which shows the 7-bit adaptation of a Sanskrit text, the Rigveda, which was produced in the 1970s on a mainframe computer, with the "traditional" transcription added for comparison. It is clear that this encoding had at least two disadvantages: it was hardly possible to visualize the text as it should be on a computer screen, which resulted in lots of inputting errors, and the encoding was not transparent (or "self-explaining") in the sense that the individual items (letters, diacritics, accent marks) could have been easily determined by somebody who was not involved in the encoding process themselves. It is true that this encoding met the condition of being consistent in that a given sequence of codes always represented the same character, and this is why these texts can be used and analyzed even today. Nevertheless, it was too clumsy to be maintainable for a longer period. With the extension of the ASCII encoding basis to 8 bits, this problem was at least partially overcome. On an 8-bit (= 1-byte) basis, 2 8 = 256 characters can be encoded uniquely, and since the early 1980's, many 8-bit encoding schemes were developed and applied, adding "special" characters such as those representing the German "umlaut vowels" ä, ö, ü, the accented vowels é, à, ô etc. of French, or the Spanish palatal nasal, ñ, to the inventory. Unfortunately, this was not done in an equal, "standardized" way right from the beginning; instead, several leading computer companies developed their own individual schemes, which resulted in serious problems whenever data were to be exchanged between systems. Compare Tables 3-5 which show the encoding systems used in IBM / DOS computers, Mac computers, and MS Windows -only the latter one is more or less identical with the 8-bit Table 3 . Non-standard 8-bit encoding ("DOS/IBM", "Extended ASCII", "Codepage 437") 0 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 000
040 ( ) * + , -. / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 :
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 Table 4 . Non-standard 8-bit encoding (MAC OS) 0 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 000 020 ! " # $ % & ́ 040 ( ) * + , -. / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 :
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 standard used in web environments up til now, the ANSI standard ("American National Standards Institute") also known as ISO standard no. 8859-1 (the special MS-Windows characters are displayed on a grey background within Table 5 ). Still, these encoding systems were not sufficient for the immediate encoding of other scripts such as Greek, Cyrillic, or Chinese. This is why from the middle of the 1980s on, so-called "code pages" were developed for 8-bit based computers, in which, just as in the examples shown above, the "upper" area exceeding the basic ASCII plain (values above 128) was used to encode various other character sets. Some of these code pages have been standardized within the ISO standard 8859; cf., e.g., Table 6 contrasting the Cyrillic code page ISO 8859-5 with the ANSI standard, ISO 8859-1. Apart from these "official" extensions, an unknown amount of local or even personal 8-bit encoding systems were developed since the early 1980s to meet the needs of languages and linguists. As a matter of fact, whenever somebody developed and applied a certain font the encoding of which did not match one of the standardized code pages, a new encoding system was created from scratch. Applying the method of "font mapping", we could thus meet, e.g., the requirements of Ancient ("Polytonic") Greek to be noted in original characters as well as Iranian languages to be rendered in a scholarly Latin transcription (cp. Tables 7-8) .
The problem about all this is that whenever "font mapping" is applied, the basic requirement of documentation, viz. the persistence and recoverability of data, cannot be guaranteed as there is no unique one-to-onerelation between the character to be encoded and a given digitized value. If, e.g., we applied the Greek 8-bit font illustrated in Table 8 , the value of 231 would represent a Greek lower case letter pi (π); the same value would stand for a Cyrillic cha (ч), however, if we used a font matching the standard codepage ISO 8859-5, and it would represent a Latin c with cedilla (ç) if we used the plain ANSI standard. This means that whenever an 8-bit encoding is applied in the encoding of textual materials, additional information must be stored as to what code page or font encoding is valid for a given character -this information, however, is not encodable as such in a Table 7 . Non-standard 8-bit encoding: Ancient ("polytonic") Greek 0 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 000
ϱ ἷ ὗ ᾆ ᾇ ῃ ῳ ᾳ ἁ ἑ ἱ ὁ ὑ ῦ ὅ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 Table 8 . Non-standard 8-bit encoding: Latin font with diacritics 0 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 000 standardized way, and it gets lost all too easy when data are transferred across systems. One example may suffice to illustrate this effect which would be hazardous for a long-term storage of textual materials.
1.3. Conversion and the loss of data: An example Table 9a shows the first ten lines of a Svan folk song, digitized in the early 1980s in a DOS environment with a special font covering the requirements of the Latin transcription of South Caucasian languages. Encoded as a plain text, with no additional information whatsoever on the font, i.e., the encoding used, the text would have appeared as displayed in Table 9b on the DOS "system" screen, and the recovery of what symbol stands for what character would have been a hard task indeed. Imagine a linguist working in 200 years time who would not have any other information on the language in question (which may well have died out by then -Svan is among the languages dealt with in our DoBeS project "Endangered Caucasian Languages in Georgia"), 1 he or she would have no chance to restore the "values" of the crucial "characters" and thus to reestablish the text itself. 11 ləmšare sgoǯix mušgvriša.
11 l╩mΩare sgo■ix muΩgvriΩa.
Unicode: Towards a world-wide standard
What, then, is the way out of this problem? The answer is clear: To be able to uniquely encode all characters that have been used in writing down human languages (including both "national" scripts and alphabets and linguistic "metascripts" such as the International Phonetic Alphabet), the basis of encoding must be extended far beyond the 1-byte (8-bit) standard. This is exactly what has been undertaken since the early 1990s when the so-called "Unicode" standard was created: Based on 16 bits (or 2 bytes), this standard comprises 2 16 = 65536 basic "code points" used for the "unique" encoding of characters. Considering that for the Chinese script alone, far more than 65,000 different characters have been used throughout history, it is clear that even this standard is not yet sufficient to cover all characters used by mankind at all times. A further extension is envisaged, however, in the 32-bit standard ISO 10646 which provides a total of (2 32 =) 4,294,967,296 code points; as a matter of fact, the Unicode standard is but one subset of this "infinite" inventory, just as the ANSI standard (ISO 8859-1) is a subset of Unicode and the ASCII standard, a subset of ANSI (cp. Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. From 8-bit to 32-bit encoding
Along with the expansion of the World Wide Web, Unicode encoding has become more and more prominent since the late 1990s, and it is the encoding basis of more and more up-to-date operating systems and word processors. There can be no doubt that this is a huge advantage for the purposes of linguistic documentation. Cf., e.g., Tables 10a and b which show a few of the "blocks" of Unicode characters: the distinction of a Cyrillic cha (ч) and a Latin c with cedilla (ç) is now guaranteed by their different code points (hexadecimal number 0447 = decimal 1095 vs. hexadecimal 00E7 = decimal 231), and various Latin-based characters used in transcription systems can now as well be encoded as characters of the Greek, Georgian, or Chinese scripts. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 000
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In passing it may be noted that Unicode was not the first attempt to prevent the chaos of 8-bit font mapping by 16-bit encoding. As early as 1988, the word processor WordPerfect 5.0 was introduced which comprised a set of 1632 uniquely encodable characters, among them Greek, Cyrillic, and Japanese (hiragana and katakana) sets, plus a block of 255 "user definable" entities. In this way, WP 5 encoded texts may meet the requirements of unique character encoding even today, and it should be possible to keep the information they contain intact when transferring these texts into the Unicode standard. Unfortunately, the WP encoding system was not widely used and the opportunities it offered were mostly ignored; thus we cannot expect the automatic conversion routines for WP 5 texts offered by, e.g., MS Word 2000 to correctly interpret and re-encode any one of the nonstandard characters that may be contained in them. Cf. Table 11 , which illustrates what happens when the Svan folk song we have dealt with above (cf. Table 9 ) is consistently encoded in WP 5 and then automatically converted into a MS-Word text. It is especially the replacement of "unidentified" characters by an undifferentiated underline score (_) which makes the conversion result unusable and irrepairable. The same holds true for the automatic conversion provided by later versions of WordPerfect itself (e.g., WP 9); here, we find a replacement of, e.g., ə by B, which is at least confusing. This all means that a correct conversion of WordPerfect 5 encoded texts (or, at least, of the characters contained in them) into Unicode encoding is possible, but it still requires special programming. Table 12a displays the fragment of a Georgian verb list which was typed in MS Word 6, using a plain 8-bit based Georgian font mapped onto the 8-bit ANSI encoding scheme. When I received this text file from a colleague in Georgia via e-mail two years ago, I tried to open it in MS Word 2002 (XP Office). The result was funny, to say the least: What appeared on the screen was a text in Japanese katakana script instead (cp . Table 12b ). When I opened the text in Open Office 1 instead, another result appeared: The Georgian characters were now replaced by Latin characters with diacritics (cf. Table 12c), which was a foreseeable result bearing in mind that the original encoding was 8-bit based. After applying the correct Georgian font to this text within Open Office, the intended look (as in Table 12a ) reappeared, and the text could even be re-mapped onto a transcriptional font which used the same 8-bit code points (cf . Table 12d ). Trying to apply the Georgian font to the "Japanese" looking output of MS Word 2002 changed nothing, however; the katakana characters remained katakana characters (as displayed in Table 12b ). 
b. Same text after cross-version transfer (MS Word 6 > MS Word 2002)
c. Same text after cross-program transfer (MS Word 6 > Open Office 1)
d. Same with different font-assignment (within Open Office 1)
How can this odd behaviour of MS Word be explained? Obviously, the program executes a five-step strategy when it encounters texts encoded by other (older) versions:
⎯ it first checks whether the document is Unicode-encoded; ⎯ if not, it checks whether the character distribution might meet the "typical" distribution of one of the known codepages; ⎯ if yes, it assumes that codepage to be represented; ⎯ it converts the 8-bit characters of the assumed codepage into the equivalent characters of Unicode; ⎯ it stores the Unicode characters in memory.
Reapplying the original 8-bit fonts can then be no remedy if they do not meet the Unicode encoding assumed, as in the given case where a "Japanese" codepage was assumed to be present.
Persisting non-standards: The Private Use Area
One other problem that may be crucial even in Unicode times is the persistence of at least one area that is designed for font mapping. This is the socalled "Private Use Area" (PUA) which comprises 6144 non-predefined characters in the blocks E000-EFFF and F000-F7FF. Quite like the "user definable area" of WordPerfect 5, it can be assigned ad libitum by companies, user groups, or individuals, with the result that additional information is necessary to distinguish the characters "encoded" in it. Table 13 shows what can happen when a wrong font is applied to visualize PUA encoded characters; in the worst case, the intended information will again be lost. 
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Suggestions and recommendations
As far as character encoding is concerned, all this leads to a few general recommendations that may be helpful with respect to both data exchange and long-term archiving of textual materials:
⎯ Wherever possible, be sure to use 16-bit encoding, not 8-bit encoding; ⎯ if using 16-bit encoding, avoid addressing the Private Use Area. ⎯ If 8-bit encoding is required, try not to mix up several fonts with a different encoding in one and the same document; ⎯ always keep track of what font-and-encoding you are using; ⎯ always inform the receivers about all this and provide the fonts (if legally possible).
Archivers should be even more rigid:
⎯ They should convert all 8-bit documents into 16-bit Unicode documents and ⎯ they should not use the Private Use Area for the encoding of characters.
But how to produce 16-bit encoded texts? As we have seen, the most common word processors of today are designed to handle both 8-bit and 16-bit encodings. Using MS Word 2002 under MS Windows XP and typing with a "national" keyboard as provided by the operating system, you can be quite sure that what you type will be stored in 16-bit encoding. If, however, you want to add some characters from, e.g., an IPA font, by using the symbol insertion menu, you should check whether the Unicode value given for the character in question matches the respective code point of Unicode or not -if not, the font you intend to use is most probably 8-bit encoded. As a matter of fact, MS Word 2002 does allow for mixtures of 8-bit and 16-bit encodings within a given text document -which may turn out to be the worst case as far as data exchange and storage is concerned. Problems may also occur when you use special keyboard drivers supplied by third parties such as Tavultesoft Keyman: These may have been designed for 8-bit encoding alone, giving you no chance to enter 16-bit encoded text with them. If you intend to design your own keyboard driver with Keyman or with the MS Keyboard Layout Creator, be sure to use Unicode encoding as its basis. Note, by the way, that the SIL Shoebox program was exclusively 8-bit based; it interacted well with Keyman drivers, but also only on an 8-bit basis. The newly developed Toolbox now is Unicode-based and should work well with 16-bit based Keyman layouts.
The encoding of text elements:
Surface appearance vs. content markup
Text structure visualized
Let us now turn to the second topic of this chapter, viz. the encoding of the structural elements of texts. To clarify what this means, it is helpful to look again at the Svan text we have dealt with above (cf. Table 9 ). Even without any knowledge of the language, we will immediately have the impression that this text consists of verses. This is clearly indicated by two signals we are used to in reading poetical texts, viz. the relative shortness of lines, and the numbers (from 1 to 11) given to each line. There are many further elements of textual structure involved, however. First, we will easily guess that the text consists of five sentences, partially extending across verses and partially consisting of subordinate clauses: This is indicated by the punctuation marks used. Then, we will be able to state that the text consists of 38 words, in their turn indicated by either empty spaces or punctuation marks adjoining their first and last characters.
The basic elements
This may all sound trivial, but as a matter of fact, it can be crucial indeed for the documentation of textual materials to consider and markup their internal elements when preparing them for future usage, and this should be done as consistently as the encoding of the characters appearing in words. So what elements are we talking about? Among the basic elements of every kind of text, we have already mentioned words (consisting of characters when written down), phrases, clauses, sentences; on a higher level, we will meet sections, paragraphs, chapters, text parts and the like. For many of these elements, we intuitively adapt signals we have been used to since we were at school, such as spaces indicating word boundaries, full stops indicating sentence breaks, or "hard" line breaks indicating the end of a section or paragraph. For a consistent encoding of a digital text, this may not be sufficient, though. Another example may suffice to illustrate why.
An illustrative example
In Table 14 , we see a specimen from an 18th century grammatical treatise in Georgian, digitized using MS Word 6. Without even a faint knowledge of the Georgian script, a reader may guess that the first line of the text is a heading, given that it obviously consists of but one word, is centered on the line and seems to be represented in a bold face font. As to the other lines of texts, the reader will as easily suspect that this is an interplay of questions and answers, the former being clearly indicated by question marks. One more suggestion might impose itself: as the first word of every question and answer is separated by a colon and marked by an extra spacing of characters, and as these words are repeated throughout questions and answers, they might indicate the names of people speaking (as in a theater play). All these assumptions are correct: we do have an interplay of questions and answers, uttered by two different persons here (one Ioane, one Nikolaoz), and the first line is the heading (it simply means "On grammar"). The reason why it was so easy to find all this out is that here again, marking methods were applied that we are used to in reading -centering of lines, usage of boldface, spacing of characters, etc. For computational purposes, however, these markings, which we may call surface-oriented, are arbitrary and insufficient in a twofold sense. 
Program features vs. standards
First, the centering of lines may be a common feature of all existing word processors today, but it is by no means standardized: The encoding of this feature simply depends on the program structure. To illustrate what this means, Table 15 shows a part of the internal code of the given MS Word document. Here we detect the word contained in the heading (Georgian ღრამმატიკისათვის "On grammar", stored in 8-bit form ) at the end of what appears to be a sixth line, followed by a "clear text" form of the questions and answers. There is no indication adjoining the "head" word that it must be centered or boldfaced, and none that it represents a heading. All this must be inferred, by the interpreting program, from the unreadable code preceding it (or from a similar looking block of coding elements added at the end of each MS Word document). Imagine somebody were to decode this document in 200 years time, without having any access to the internal program code structure of MS-Word 6 -he or she would certainly not be able to extract anything from it but the "plain text", and all the additional information contained in the centering of lines and boldfacing of words would be lost (as a matter of fact, many of us have witnessed this effect when trying to open MS Word documents of the 1980s in later versions). The same would be true for the "spaced" characters indicating the speakers in the text: the spacing is here, too, covered by a program-internal function and would be lost together with the knowledge of the code. It would not be a good idea, by the way, to avoid this latter effect by inserting the character spaces manually instead of using the word processor function for it: if, as we have seen above, we use spaces to distinguish words from each other, the spaced name I O A N E would automatically appear as five words (consisting of but one character each) to any computational analysis, and it could not be found when searching for "IOANE". Tables 16 a and b show the Georgian text specimen converted into a plain HTML text (as source code and visualized with a standard web browser); here, you will easily find the markup devices corresponding to the centering and boldfacing of the heading, viz. the markers <p align=center> ... </p> and <b> ... </b>. What you will miss is the special markup of the speakers' names; this cannot be present as the spacing of characters is not markable as such in HTML. But even if it were (actually, so-called "cascading style sheets", CSS, can be used for this purpose), it would be no good idea to use this kind of markup alone -future users might hardly grasp the idea what it stands for as the spacing of characters has no standardized meaning. In the same way, it remains unclear what the centering and the bolding of the first line is to indicate -that this is a heading remains a mere guess. As a matter of fact, the markup provided by HTML contains but very few "content" elements. One is the group of markers from <H1> to <H6> which should be used to denote several levels of headings. In our case, it would be much better to mark our heading with one of these elements (re-placing <p align=center> ... </p> by <h1 align=center> ... </h1> ) -the outer appearance would then be secondary and adaptable to future uses. 
Real content markup: XML
The more information of this type is to be encoded, the less will HTML markup suffice. For a consistent markup of the contents of a text, you will have to go one step further and adapt the eXtensible Markup Language, XML (a derivate of the Standard Generalized Markup Language, SGML). This alone will allow you to provide for future users all the knowledge you might have on the text materials you are working on. In an XML markup, you will easily be able to declare not only the heading of the text as its heading but also the speakers as speakers, their utterances as questions and answers relating to each other, and any other text element that might be useful to define. Table 17 shows the Georgian grammar example provided with a minimal XML markup; you will easily note the difference as against the HTML markup which consists in the meaningfulness of the tags. Of course, all kinds of analyses of linguistic units such as words and phrases can also be included in an XML markup, and this is the real advantage it has for the documentation of languages. You can be sure that future users will hardly be interested in sharing the surface beauty of a text document; what they will be interested in is as much information about the language as you can provide. For many years, linguists have used the Shoebox program for the purpose of noting down and annotating texts they collected during their fieldwork, and for many of us the facilities offered by this program, especially the half-automatical process of interlinearization, is indispensable; cp. Figure 2 which exhibits a sample sentence in the Tsova-Tush or Batsbi language of the Caucasus 2 . The basic idea of interlinearization as provided by Shoebox consists in the vertical arrangement of interdependent annotation layers (tiers); these can include, as in the present example, different transcriptions and transliterations (here: Georgian script, Latin script, IPA), morphological analyses, the reference to lemmatic forms, translations of the lemmatic forms, etc. The Shoebox format is not sufficient in the sense of a thorough markup, though, as it has two disadvantages: the encoding used is still 8-bit based so that the correct display depends on the interpretative functions of the program; cf. Table 18 which shows the same Shoebox text when opened in a normal text editor. While the latter disadvantage has recently been overcome by the introduction of the Toolbox program, the Unicode-compatible successor of Shoebox 5.0, the second disadvantage remains: the interdependencies of the vertically aligned elements is not marked as such in a Shoebox / Toolbox text but depends on the interpretation of spaces between words. This is where XML markup would help: Only after the conversion of the Shoebox file into a Unicode based XML schema as the one displayed in Figure 3 can we be confident that all the information stored in the document will be accessible to later users for a long time. Table 18 . Same example as in Figure 2 , viewed in normal text editor \ref 0485 \per AS \trs Äuxuy êui¤ nanigore¤ Äaq deÂ xiÚa¤, me vaêba¤ daÐdicdol †. \tl1 Äuxuy êui¤ nanigore¤ Äaq deÂ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐdicdol † \ph tƒSuxuj Sui< nAnigore< tƒSAq detƒs' xiÂA< me vASbA< dAðditƒsdolW \ts Äuxuy êui¤ nanigore¤ Äaq deÂ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐdicdol † \ts1 Äuxuy êui¤ nanigore¤ Äaq deÂ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐdicdol † \m Äux-uy êui¤ nan-i-gore¤ Äaq d-eÂ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐ-dic-d-ol- † \m1 Äux-uy êui¤ nan-i-gore¤ Äaq d-eÂ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐ-dic-d-ol- † \lm Äujx êui¤ nan Äaq deÂa¤ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐdicoda¤ \lm1 Äujx êui¤ nan Äaq deÂa¤ xiÚa¤ me vaêba¤ daÐdicoda¤ \g baïÖani tavisi deda êors saÅiro_a çopna,çola,kona rom ertmaneti daviÂçeba \g1 baïÖani tavisi deda êors saÅiro_a çopna,çola,kona rom ertmaneti daviÂçeba \gl lamb own mother distant to-be-necessary to-be,to-have that each_other to-forget \p N.4Gr. ReflPron. N.2Gr. Adv. V. V. Conj. Recipr.Pron. V. \gr Nom.Pl. indecl. Loc.Pl.+Postp. indecl. Pres.4Gr. Inf. indecl. indecl. Cond.4Cl.3Ps. \fg baïÖnebi tavisi dedebisgan êors unda içvnen, rata ertmaneti daaviÂçdet. \fg1 baïÖnebi tavisi dedebisgan êors unda içvnen, rata ertmaneti daaviÂçdet. \fe The lambs must be apart from their mothers to forget them. \c 33 09:29:50 Figure 3 . Same example as in Figure 2 , converted into XML format
